1. Find the words which match the following descriptions. They may be shown horizontally or vertically.

```
T S A Q R T M K O R C D K D G K C R P S
H C S V B D N J H K L F S W E I O X D G
R O H I E R A R C H Y A Z X C V N S P C
E W A S Q V X C S F H G J K L U V P N O
S S D F G H J K L O P T E W E D E N V M
H Z X A V B N M J K F D G J L O N P W P
O A Z S G H J R K E I O V B F M I A O A
L Q S H I G H O R D E R Z A D N E X P R
D W E Y I O E P A Z A N A L O R N B A I
P Q P E N D M D N S E C N D K R C K P S
O S H E L O R M G A K E S K E P E V S O
P Z S X A J D F E T U R M D K E G A H N
U P E S J E M F K E S L D C W E O A Z G
L O R A Z S U I P E F U N C T I O N L O
A P V H F L R P T R Y M N D W F H D H L O
T P I S X V S B N D W J K E L E S P P D
I Z C Q D S J W K R L R N D B S O A C S
O P E M F K G F E V X A Z S I R Y R Q P
N X S P H E R E O F I N F L U E N C E R
G D H J K L E E Q I O R B D M S G K L D
```

a) If you take all the settlements in an area and place them in order of population or in the order of the services they provide, this is what you have produced.
b) These are things you buy every day, often from your local shop.
c) This word could mean a service or it could mean the purpose of a settlement, for example, a port or a market town.
d) This term describes services such as furniture stores or airports which usually occur in small numbers and are only found in the larger settlements.
e) This is an area around a settlement that is served by the settlement.
f) If you buy these goods you may visit more than one store to look at different prices and quality.
g) This is the maximum distance that you might be prepared to travel to get a particular service.
h) This term includes businesses like hairdressers or laundrettes, things like schools, hospitals, government, police, water and electricity and also goods that can be bought in shops.
i) This is the minimum number of people needed to provide enough demand for a store to be established in a town.